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INTRODUCTION
The purpose of the solo recital was to further develop my abilities
on an instrument to my maximum capacity; to obtain a fuller understanding
of the performance-related problems of the bassoon, and to discover
and practice the solutions to those problems; to have an opportunity to
encounter various musical styles from all periods; to gain a greater
knowledge of the existing solo literature for the bassoon; and to gain
a better understanding of performance problems in general as they relate
to all areas of instrumental performance.
This report will present the works performed on that recital in
the light of their historical significance, the problems they presented
in preparing them for performance, the methods and techniques found
and attempted for their solution, and the applications that may be
generalized to performance on any instrument.
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PRELUDE FROM THE SECOND SUITE IN D MINOR
BY JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH
The "Six Suites for Unaccompanied Violincello" were Bach's only
works in this particular medium.

There is no definite date giv en for

the composition of these pieces but, according to Spitta (1954) , they
were probably composed during the same period due to their uniformity
of form and content.

The six suites, each utilizing a prelude or

overture as a beginning, followed by standard dance forms of Bach's time
(Sarabande, Minuet, Gigue, etc.), were long neglected by 'cellists
until used as study pieces and exercises.
They had been considered academic works, without warmth .
Imagine that! How cou! d anyone think of them as being cold ,
when a whole radiance of space and poetry pours forth from
them! They are the very essence of Bach, and Bach is the
essence of music (Casals, 1970, p. 47) .
'Cellist Pahlo Casals first discovered the suites at the age of
thirteen.

For the rest of his life he held them in the same reverence

that most modern 'cellists have .
. for the following eighty years the wonder of my discovery
has continued to grow on me . Those suites opened up a whole
new world . . • They became my most cherished music (Casals, 1970,
p . 46).
He also felt (Corredor, 1956, p. 46) that the suites were experimental in nature, that Bach had written them with a " .

vision of

the possibilities of this instrument ('cello) which had not been exploited before."

It was also his opinion that "Here, as in so many other

branches, Bach was in advance of his time . "
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Problems
These suites (Gailliard, 1939 ed.) are, for the most part, performable on the bassoon.

Bassoonists therefore are increasingly using

them as exercises and solo literature.

The ranges are quite compatible,

and the works usually tend to fit what is considered to be the characteristic bassoon style.

The only appreciable problem is to be found in the

multiplP- stops which one finds in string literature.
throughout the prelude.

Such stops occur

The standard method of handling these on a

wind instrument is to execute an upward arpeggio on the notes indicated
(Craig, 1973).

This actually becomes a close approximation of what the

'cellist does with his bow, only the sustained quality of the continued
vibration of the strings is lost in this process.
A difficulty encountered in performing any work was that of stylistic
interpretation.

Rather than rigidly adhering to a strict rhythmic inter-

pretation of this composition of Bach' s·, Schweitzer (Corredor, 1956)
suggested that a "refined rubato" or a subtle flexibility of tempo be
used in interpreting Bach's works.

To achieve a better understanding of

this style, this writer found that repeated listening to the Casals
recording (Angel, 1936) was quite enlightening.

But perhaps Casals

himself would disapprove of this method, for it was his feeling that
since Bach's music "

• belongs to all time," there may not be a

strict demand on the performer to seek historical authenticity in his
style.
As for the performer who plays Bach nowadays, he specially
ought not to be concerned with the idea of historical reconstitution (Corredor, 1956, p. 96).
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And, since there was no accompanist for this piece, the performer was
able to interpret this work as freely as he wished.
However, the lack of an accompanist for this piece created another
problem for the performer.

Although with no accompanist he did not have

someone with whom to be out of tune, neither did he have a constant pitch
with which to tune.

Lacking this ever present frame of reference, it was

imperative that the performer develop a keen sense of relative intonation
so that each note would be placed in tune relative to the preceding
pitches.

By making use of the Stroboscope ( a device which electronically

measures the variance of frequency from the established tempered scale)
to obtain an exact understanding of the normal intonation of each pitch,
i.e. which notes are naturally sharp or flat on the instrument as they
are sounded by the bassonist, and by the careful listening of the performer to himself, many intonation difficulties were surmounted, though
others still persisted -- even during the recital.
Another area of concern in the preparation of the Prelude was the
length of the melodic line and consequent phrasing difficulties.
Breathing at the end of completed phrases was virtually impossible since
in some instances a phrase could consist of up to twenty measures of
sixteenth notes.

Special attention, then, had to be given to determining

where a breath should be taken.

This would usually occur between dotted

eighth-sixteenth patterns (ex. 1), on tied sixteenth notes (ex. 2) or
between apparent changes in the melodic pattern (ex. 3) .
.a·'
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Example 1

Example 2

Example 3
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This problem of breathing was also compounded by this writer's
tendency to experience tensions which inhibit breathing when performing
solos in front of an audience .

The best way found to compensate for

this reaction to tense situations was to become as familiar with the
music as possible, which would tend to increase the confidence of the
performer and relieve much of the tension.

Also, this practice helped

to build the breath support, which was also a contributing factor to
this problem .

Once again, in spite of much improvement, the problems

with breathing still persisted in performance, but to a far diminished
extent than

had been the writer's experience.

Also, the lack of any

definite place to rest in the piece added to the difficulties of endurance, which will be covered in the following section.
The notes presented a few problems, but due to the diatonic and
traditional nature of the work, the problems were reduced to moving the
fingers fast enough.

Getting the bassoon to respond over wide leaps

was another area where fingering was a bit complex, and work with reeds
became necessary.
section.

Reed adjustment will also be taken up in a later
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SONATA NO. 3 FOR BASSOON AND PIANO
BY JOHN ERNEST GALLIARD
John Ernest Galliard (1687-1749), although a North German by
birth, came to England as a young man (1706), and first gained a reputation in that nation as an oboist (Oxford, 1943, p. 341) in the chamber
orchestra of Prince George of Denmark, a resident of London.
became organist at Somerset House (Colles, 1937, pl 342).

He later

His greatest

fame came from his light works such as Masque, Harlaquinades, and incidental music for plays.

He apparently appreciated the bassoon, for among

his chamber works Groves (Colles, 1937) lists a work for twenty-four
bassoons and four contrabasses.
These Six Sonatas for Bassoon and Piano

(Fuessl-Weissb ~ rg,

1963 ed.)

have gained a wide degree of popularity today, and not only with bassoonists.
They have also been transcribed for tuba and trombone and have gained a
solid place in the solo literature for these instruments.
Problems
One of the greatest problems encountered in the Galliard Sonata was
that of embouchure endurance which was previously alluded to in the Bach
prelude.

The Galliard is a similar piece, wherein the longest rest the

performer encountered was that between movements.

Within the movements

there was no rest for a longer duration than three pulses.

Because of

the unusual strain this placed on the embouchure, the performer decided
to omit the first movement, a long and taxing largo.

The solution was

to simply devote a great deal of time to practice, to build up the
endurance level of the facial muscles.
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In the allegro movement, difficult fingering passages were encountered.
These were of sufficient complexity that, with all the practice that was
done, they managed to be played in performance more by fortune than by
skill.

But these passages were worked on meticulously, first slowly,

then gradually faster until the desired tempo was reached.
Also, particular attention had to be given to the dynamic contrast
because of the important role this played in the piece, giving interest
and variety.

Usually, the first measure would be forte, followed by an

exact or almost exact repetition of the first measure but at the piano
level.

This would then be followed by an extension of the first idea

that would gradually crescendo back to forte.
easy to overlook.

These changes tended to be

Consequently, in practice they had to be exaggerated

so that the performer would more readily remember them.
In both fast movements, trills were used to some degree.

It was

found that the A-Bb and G-A trills were the most difficult to execute.
With practice, the A-Bb trill began to smooth out, while the G-A trill
never really became comfortable.

This was due to a large extent to the

limited movement of the performer's third (ring) finger.

It was further

found throughout the works done that this finger was the slowest and
least agile.

Frustration even occurred at times when this finger would

almost seem to rebel against doing the right thing.

Notes that required

rapid movement of this finger (actually "these fingers," since the
problem was similar with both left and right fingers), never did become
smooth to the point of the writer's satisfaction.

The only solution

encountered was, once again, working and practicing on sections that
required rapid movement of that finger.
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In the spiritoso, rapid changes from bass clef to tenor clef and
then back to bass clef were at first confusing, but as the performer
became more familiar with the work, the transition became a natural one.
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CONCERTO FOR BASSOON AND PIANO IN C
SECOND MOVEMENT
BY JOHANN BAPTIST VANHALL
Johann Baptist Vanhall (Wanhal) (1739-1813) is an example of a
composer who during his lifetime gains a relative degree of fame and
repute, only to be all but forgotten with the passage of time.

Dr.

Charles Burney, a noted English traveller of the late eighteenth century,
had this to say about the compositions of Vanhall:
The spirited, natural, and unaffected symphonies of Vanhall
seem to have preceded those of Haydn, at least in England.
The Quartets and other productions for violins by this
excellent composer certainly deserve a place among the first
productions, in which unity of melody, pleasing harmony, and
a free and manly style are constantly preserved (Burney, 1957,
P· 9).

Cooper (1965) calls him "One of the early masters of the symphony" (p. 9).
Schubert stated:
He is without doubt one of the noblest and best among the new
composers. He has studied thoroughly and has a personal style
and taste that recommends itself to his audience (Schwamberger,
1964).
Haydn produced at least 124 of his works at Esterhaz (Thompson, 1964,
p. 360), and Mozart, on at least one occasion, performed a Vanhall violin
concerto (in Bb) (Schenk, 1959, p. 185) .
Among the works of this highly prolific composer are 100 symphonies,
25 masses, 106 string quartets, and many works for keyboard and ensembles.
The bulk of his work remains unpublished (Thompson, 1964).
His works combined the classical forms and structures of the
Viennese style, which he learned in Vienna under Schlagel and Dittersdorf,
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with the grace and lyricism of the Italian operatic style of the time.
This he learned from Florian Gassmann in Rome and Venice (Schwamberger,
1964).
The Bassoon Concerto in C, while not regarded in the same esteem as
the Mozart concerto for that instrument, is a work that is well written
and worthwhile.

Although perhaps a bit long, the themes are strong,

lyrical, and well developed.

It was originally intended that this work

would be performed on the recital in its entirety but, with the decision
to do the Weber concerto, it was decided that only the second movement
of this concerto would be played.

This movement offered little trouble

in technical difficulties, but was rewarding due to its lyrical nature.
It presented an aspect of the bassoon that is often overlooked -- its
ability to perform in a song-like manner.
Problems
The only serious difficulty encountered in this piece was the proper
use of vibrato.

The performer's vibrato proved to be lacking in sufficient

control for a movement of so slow and placed a nature as this.

It was

therefore necessary to work on vibrato with long tone exercises in which
the vibrato was first practiced in an exaggerated fashion, slowly, then
gradually speeded up to the desired tempo.
Endurance again was a problem with this work.

In spite of the

frequent rests to be found throughout the piece, the slow, sustained
quality of this movement required a great deal of exertion from the embouchure.

And, since it followed the two previous works, the strain was
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even greater.

After this selection there was far less strain placed

upon the embouchure and this was no longer a problem until the end of
the recital.
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BASSOON CONCERTO IN F MAJOR
BY CARL MARIA VON WEBER
Carl Maria von Weber (1786-1826) is generally regarded as the founder
of the nationalistic German Romantic Opera (Benedict, 1889; Grout, 1965).
A contemporary of Beethoven, he stands between the classicism of the past
and the newly emerging romanticism.

Therefore, although this work was

chosen as a representative of the romantic style, traits of both styles
can be found in the works of Weber.
When still basically a child, Weber's father, hoping to produce
another Mozart, who was related through marriage (Cooper, 1965, p. 512),
began his studies in music .

Later, through his studies with Michael

Haydn, Weber received a thorough foundation in classical style and form.
In Vienna during his early teens, he studied with Abbe

Vogler.

Here he

came under the romantic influence that was to become an important part
of his music.
Following a few unsuccessful years in various courts of southern and
central Germany, Weber visited Munich in 1811.

There he made· the acquain-

tance of Anton Barmann, the principal clarinetist of the Royal Orchestra,
considered to be one of the finest clarinetists in Germany at the time.
For the next two years he and Barmann toured Germany.

At this time,

understandably, he wrote many compositions for the clarinet and, due to
their popularity, other members of the orchestra, among them the principal
bassoonist, G.H. Brandt, commissioned him to write works for them too.
The whole orchestra seems possessed by the devil; every man of
them wants me to compose a concert-piece for his especial instrument
(Weber, ca. 1867, p. 157).
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Therefore, on November 27, 1811, Weber completed the Bassoon Concerto in
F Major for Brandt.

Weber was still a relatively unknown composer.

Con-

sequently, the work was not published until 1822, the year following the
highly successful opening of "Der Freischutz," the opera that literally
brought Weber international acclaim.

This concerto has since that time

become one of the important contributions to literature for the solo
bassoon.

But the piece is still infrequently performed.

Those (concertos) he wrote for other wind instruments are
never played at all. And yet the concertos for horn, bassoon, and
flute testify to his wonderful gift for penetrating into the
nature of the instrument (Colles, 1937, p. 218).
Of this work, Sir Julius Benedict, at one time a student and close
friend of Weber has said:
In this clever work Weber shows his customary facility for
prominently displaying all the best qualities of even such an
apparently uncouth instrument as the bassoon, and it is to this
day the touchstone of the rare 'virtuosi' on that instrument.
It is to be regretted that this composition is almost unknown,
on account of the difficulty of finding adequate performers
for it . . . The two first movements are incontestably the best
(Benedict, 1889, p. 157) .
It is of interest to note the differing opinions of critics.

While

Benedict holds the third movement to be the weakest of the three , of the
last movement Halbrech

(n.d . ) says :

The most sly and contagious humor shines from the final Rondo,
the refrain of which evokes the joyous abandon of some Till
Eulenspiegel.
As was mentioned before, this work is composed of elements that place
it in both the classical and romantic styles.

In its form and heavy

reliance on scales and traditional harmonic patterns, it is in the
classical style.
it is romantic.

But in the freedom and liveliness of its melodic line,
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The first movement is in the sonata-allegro form, with a definite
transition from exposition to development, recapitulation, and the coda.
The second movement is an A-B-A pattern, with the B theme being a rhythmic
derivative of the A theme.

The final movement appears as a rondo, with

the rondo theme in part, in variation, or in whole appearing throughout
the movement.

The rondo's theme, however, is not always noticeable,

being sometimes veiled and hidden; being introduced, for example, in the
accompaniment while the solo part plays a countermelody.
Problems
This piece was by far the most difficult of those performed.

The

range was as extreme as that of any other piece, encompassing three
octaves and a major third, from the low Bb to the altissimo D.
runs and arpeggios were to be found in all three movements.

Rapid

Awkward

fingering combinations existed in both fast movements, and precise
articulation markings were demanding due to the meticulous attention the
performer was required to give to them.

And, with so much attention

being given to the technical difficulties and deficiencies, intonation
again became a critical factor.
In his book on bassoon, Spencer (1958) points out many factors
involved in bassoon intonation; the amount of breath support or pressure
used, the amount of reed in the mouth, the openness of the mouth and
throat, jaw pressure, and problems with the reed itself.

Thee (1973)

also identifies instrument quality, a student's ability to determine
correct pitch, the bocal, and fingerings as problems encountered in
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attempting to achieve correct intonation.

Craig, in his sessions with

this writer (1973), also placed a great deal of emphasis on finding
fingerings that help intonation.

Wilson, however, feels that learning

to "humor" the tone (modifying the embouchure) is superior to the
learning of alternate fingerings.
If the bassoonist will work conscientiously at learning to
"humor the tone," he will find little need for extensive
"special" fingerings (1964, p. 66) .
As is so often the case, this writer found the
to be the best suited for his needs.

eclectic

approach

Humoring the tone (also called

"lipping the tone"), using alternate fingerings, working with reeds (to
be discussed later), using a longer boca!, and playing the best instrument
available were all methods utilized in attempting to come as close to
acceptable intonation as possible.
The technical problems within this concerto were made even more
formidable because this work was the last work chosen for the recital.
It was at first intended that only the last movement be performed, but
on the suggestion and urging of Dr. Dalby, it was decided that this
concerto would replace the Vanhall as the major work.

Therefore, less

time was available for the preparation of this work.

The shortness of

the time and difficulty of the piece caused the performer a great deal of
anxiety, but this anxiety also had the positive effect of making the
performer work that much harder.
First, it became necessary to concentrate on the difficult fingering
patterns.

Examples 4, 5, and 6 illustrate the most difficult.
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Example 4 is taken from the first movement.

The difficulty here was

with the C#, and the transition from an arpeggio to a scale-like pattern.
The finger movement from C# to D was cumbersome, and its further repitition in the next octave only added to the difficulty.

The left thumb,

after playing the low D, naturally tends to rest; but it is used in
playing the C# so it becomes vital for the thumb to move quickly and,
after the C# has been played , it must disengage rapidly to avoid
playing of D# instead of the D.
to be used for the next C#.

the

The player must then keep the thumb ready

By this time, a pattern has begun to develop

which must be broken for the last set of sixteenth notes that do not fit
in the pattern.

This final pattern only serves to create more problems

because the tendency of the fingers is to return from the high F to an
E, but instead must skip down to the D.

Another more natural pattern must

be broken.

;\flitVJ lfiiJ·&?J IJ l f.<h•~rtifii1J1
Example 5

Example 5 is found in the third movement.

Just preceding this excerpt

is an ascending F major scale in two octaves with a flatted seventh degree
(Eb).

The ending of this scale is immediately followed by a descending

F7 arpeggio in two octaves.
very difficult.

Neither the scale nor the arpeggio were

Together, however, they presented the bassoonist with

a difficult passage.

The first problem was in making the shift from an
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ascending to a descending pattern, following the high G.

Then the shift

in fingering, difficult as it already was, became further complicated
with the arpeggio that follows:
is awkward.

the fingering pattern of an F to an Eb

That interval represents a whole step while the other intervals

in the arpeggio are more easily fitted to the fingering system (an F
major arpeggio is a simple pattern for the bassoonist).

This is then

followed by a passage that was, at best, clumsy to execute on the instrument, due to its cross-relationships of first C# and C natural, then
E and Eb.

The Bb followed by a C# is also difficult.

repeated with no rest between.

This pattern is

Upon the completion of this passage, the

performer was confronted with another passage (not shown) which was not
too difficult .

However, following the above-mentioned passage as it

did, it became more difficult than it would normally have been.

Also encountered in the third movement, example 6 serves as a part
of the ending of the last statement of the rondo theme.
peggio was, like the F arpeggio, simple .

A C major ar-

But the repetition of the

E-C-G-E segment became very disruptive of previously developed finger
responses.

This writer found this seemingly minor disruption to be a

major problem.

The accompanying octave leap from C to the low C was

also abrupt and required practice to smoothly execute.
The three examples shown above were by no means the only technical
problems encountered in the Weber concerto but are representative of the
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types of difficulties to be found in the work.

For the most part, the

only method for overcoming such problems was intense and systematic
practice :

working over fragments; working first slowly, then speeding

up to the desired tempo as proficiency increased; building up new fingering
responses

to existing note patterns; and, where possible, finding and

making use of alternate fingerings, then connecting the fragments to make
the whole phrase.
To aid in the preparation of this work, this writer found a commercially produced recording (Halbreich, n.d.) to be of value in interpreting style, tempo, and other aspects of this concerto for the recital.
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QUADRILLE
BY RENE DUCLOS
The quadrille by Rene Duclos is an example of the modern French
style.

Although the Parisian styles developed by Milhaud and Poulenc

were ostensibly a reaction against the "impressionistic" styles of
Debussy and Ravel, they managed to keep a great deal of the qualities
of this style alive, so that their music had a flavor which was not
only characteristically French, but could be called "Nee-impressionist."
This style, begun in the 1920's (Crocker, 1966), was continued by !bert,
Bloch, and their contemporaries.

Although this writer was unable to

find any information about Duclos, it may be said that he stylistically
fits this group of French composers.
The work itself is a short, bright, humorous piece in three
sections.

The first is a presentation of the main theme -- a theme of

almost brittle character due to the dry staccato that is used.

The

humorous effect is heightened by the composer's reliance on synthetic
scales as shown in examples 7 and 8 (Noel, 1954 ed.).

IJf U•tt %J } ¥
Example 7
Also, brief excursions into 3/4 time give the section unexpected lapses
of forward momentum, adding to the disjunct feeling created in the section.
The highly staccato first section gives way to a legato, lyrical
section.

The tempo does not slow down at all, and in spite of the
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legato character of the section, the melody is still abrupt, being very
angular.

~

.. -

Example 9
Then, a very short statement of the first section, with a rapid
sixteenth note scale leading to a very staccato high C, ends the piece
in so abrupt a manner as to be totally unexpected.

In performance, the

ending was so unexpected that the audience was unaware of the conclusion
of the piece until after the performer put his instrument onto his lap.
The work, however, in spite of its being titled Quadrille, does not
fit the definition of a true "quadrille."

A "quadrille>" as defined in

the Harvard Dictionary of Music (Ape!, 1962, p. 18), was either a French
dance form in five sections with alternating duple and triple time signatures and based on operatic, popular, or folk themes; or a section from
a seventeenth century French ballet.

Neither of these definitions apply.

Problems
The greatest difficulty encountered in this piece was the achievement
of proficiency in executing the scale passages rapidly.

Since the scales

were non-diatonic in nature, the set patterns of fingering had to be
modified to account for the altered tones.
scales were alike.

Also, in this work, no two

Consequently, each time a scale was encountered new

patterns had to be learned.

For example, in the first scale encountered

(ex. 7), the performer begins in the key of C.

It required a great deal
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of practice to get the F# and G# to flow naturally into the scale.

Per-

haps the most difficu l t scale line met with was the very last .

,= .tiP"? r•r er I'; ~;;; -n
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Exalllp e 10

It is not the same through both octaves and mixes a chromatic line
(E-F-F#-G-G#-A) in with the more standard scale pattern, ending with a
leap to the high C.

It was necessary for this scale to be broken down

into its component parts, carefully worked over. then connected and
accelerated to the appropriate tempo.
The legato (Canto) section also presented a few problems due to its
awkward, angular nature (ex. 9).
bassoon's fingering pattern.
to be learned.

But these fit fairly well into the

Consequently, this section was the first
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SONATINE FOR BASSOON AND PIANO
BY ROBERT SCHOLLUM
In their book on modern European musical styles, Lang and Broder
(1965, p. 188), mention Scholl urn as a composer who is a ".

prac-

titioner, writing for practitioners" which they characterize as a style
" . . . somewhat cool, less vocal, aiming rather at instrumental effects."
Schollum is one
who often composes in the atonal manner and has also established
some relationships to the Viennese school through the use of
the twelve-tone technique. This bond is not as s trong as that with
polyphonic utilitarianism . . . (Lang and Broder, 1965).
The Sonatine for Bassoon and Piano (Schollum, 1963) is a work which
in many ways resembles a serial or twelve-tone composition.

But it is

not representative of a strict adherance to that style which, according

u

to Deri (1968) makes use of a prescribed "row" or "prime set" of twelve
chromatic tones.

In a serial composition, this set can appear in its

original form, in an inversion (upside-down), in retrograde motion
(backwards), or in retrogression and inversion.

These can then be trans-

posed, allowing for 48 possible variations of the prime set or original
row.

The rules governing the use of the notes in the prime set are (l)

no note can reappear until all the other note s in the set have appeared;
(2) the notes can be used in a melodic or harmonic context; and (3) the
notes may appear in any register.
The movements of the Sonatine are not based upon a tone row, but
Schollum does manage to use the twelve tones of the chromatic scale quite
freely in his work.

The notes can and do appear in any register,
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according to the composer's discretion, causing wide skips to confront
the soloist throughout the work .

Since there is no set row, it is

relatively impossible to judge whether any of the other devices (retrogression, inversion) are used.

But the aural effect of the work is

similar to that perceived when listening to a strict serial composition.
In this work, Schollum does not maintain any particular metric
reference, moving from 4/4 to 3/8, 5/4, 6/4, or 1/4.

The work is defi-

nitely written for its effect . which is to show off the brusque, dry
qualities of the bassoon, rather than to make an attempt at lyricism,
even in the slow movement.

The wide leaps characteristic of the piece

show how effectively the bassoon can manage such things, and how startling
that effect can be.
Problems
The greatest problem encountered in the performance of the Sonatine
was for the bassoonist and the pianist to keep together.

Even in the

slow movement, difficulties were encountered in trying to stay together
on the major pulses and subdivisions.

These problems, however, were minor

when compared to the similar difficulties found in the fast movement
where the speed increased the chances of miscounting.

Also, in the

faster movement, the metric shifts were even more pronounced than in
the slow movement.

During the rehearsals, strict adherence had to be

given to the eighth-note subdivisions in both of these movements, but
particularly in the faster.

But perhaps the most important preparation

was to become as familiar as possible with the piece so that

if one
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performer did happen to get lost, either performer could shift to
accommodate and a minimum of time and concern would be expended.
In the slow second movement, the sustained quality of the line
brought the problem of fatigue again to a prominent position of concern.
Also, the ending of the piece on the middle Eb added to the problem
because this note has a tendency to be very sharp and lipping this note
down to its proper pitch can tax an already tired embouchure to its
limits, causing the note to become highly unstable and the pitch to
undergo wide fluctuations.

Fortunately, the performer had enough

endurance built up to make it through the movement without noticeable
strain.
The difficulty of the frequent ritards and pauses in the fast movement was offset by the help they gave the performers in keeping together.
If either musician happened to be off to a slight or great degree, there
were occasional points where they were able to stop and begin together
again.
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SUITE FOR BASSOON AND PIANO
BY WILLIAM PRESSER
William Presser (1916-

) is an example of the American composer

who has also been, to a large extent, involved in the field of music
education.

His compositions, while including works for instruments

such as violin, flute, trumpet, clarinet, and bassoon, also seek to
provide solo literature for infrequently heard instruments such as the
English horn, tenor saxophone, baritone horn, and tuba.

His works

include a concerto for the tenor saxophone and a chamber orchestra, and
works specifically for high school band and orchestra.
The Suite for Bassoon and Piano (Presser, 1967) is a piece that
not only exploits the range and sonority of the instrument but also
casts the bassoon in its traditional humorous role.

While the Duclos

piece showed the bassoon's spritely humor, this work places the bassoon
in its position as clown.

The three performed movements (Waltz, Habanera,

and March) evoke this type of "baser" humor.

The Waltz, supposedly a

graceful, flowing dance, begins deceptively in a smooth manner.

But in

the second statement of the theme, the bassoon line suddenly becomes
angular and awkward.

At last, with the appearance of a very rough line

(ex. 11) all attempts at grace are gone.

;

.;.~ .

. .

.. '!

~

Example 11
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The last five-note motif appears again at the end of this movement, but
in g minor and repeated in three octaves, followed by a final e minor
statement in the piano in diminution.

The last note of the motif is an

E, which is the third of the final chord, a surprising C major.
The Habanera portrays the bassoon in a winding, sinuous role.
"Seductive" would be a one-word description of the melodic mood, but the
last instrument one would expect to use in seducing an audience might be
the bassoon.

The highly chromatic bassoon line shifts constantly over

an equally constant piano ostinato.

With only slight rhythmic variance

appearing in the last three measures, the one-measure figure remains intact
throughout the movement.
In the March, the piano and the bassoon take turns at playing the
melody and accompanying one another.

The movement begins and ends with

the bassoon alone, which also tended to give the recital an "arch" form,
since it also began with unaccompanied bassoon.

The meter remains in 4/4,

as a march should, but the beat is often hidden, with the stress not
always being placed on the traditional first and third beats (ex. 12) .

.q
Problems
In two sections of the Waltz, the fingerings presented problems.
Where in one instance the only solution was practice, in the other it
was advantageous to use alternate fingerings.
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Again, in the Habanera, due to its chromatic shifting, fingerings
were a slight problem, but not a major one.
was with one note, an altissimo D.

The chief difficulty here

This note had previously appeared

in the Weber concerto, but it had been approached stepwise.

In this solo,

however, the soloist rests for four beats and then begins the next phrase
with a strong attack on that D.

To initiate a passage on this note,

perhaps the most critical concern becomes the reed.

It must be carefully

adjusted so that this note can speak well.
Reed adjustment is an area where the double reed player is consistently seeking improvements.

The bassoonist is especially at a disad-

vantage with reeds because, with few exceptions, the reeds he can buy
commercially are not quite finished.

Sometimes they are only scraped

about 75% of what they should be (Thee, 1973, p. 62).

The advanced

bassoonist prefers it this way so that he might adjust and scrape the
reed to match his instrument, embouchure, and technique more fully.
For the younger student, however, this only adds to the formidable
difficulties he is already facing, unless he has someone available who
can correctly adjust his reeds for him.

Fortunately for instructors and

bassoonists alike, Spencer (1958) and Pence (1963) have written simple
and quite adequate works on reed adjustment.
This writer found it necessary to consult these two excellent
references to adjust his reed for the high D.

Also, reed adjustment

was done to stabilize the low D and the top line A (bass clef).

These

notes have a tendency to be insecure on most bassoons.
The March gave this writer a fine opportunity for extensive work in
the upper register.

In this tessitura, the fingerings are very cumbersome
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and are a major reason why many musicians, both bassoonists and nonbassoonists, have felt that a better fingering system outh to be
developed for the instrument.
of Berlioz (Schwartz, 1938).

This feeling goes back at least to the time
In the upper register, major shifts in

hand position and fingering patterns are necessitated.

For example,

given the fourteen notes of the bassoon's upper chromatic scale (ex. 13),
it is possible to discern eight different categories of notes with close
finger relationships.

One such relationship would be "B" (E natural to F).

TheE is played

with the first and third finger of the left hand, and the first, second,
and third fingers of the right hand.
the F is produced.

By lifting the right third finger

The following note (F#), however, is best produced by

using the second and third fingers of the left hand and the first and
second of the right, with the right thumb on the A# key.

On a sustained

note, the left fourth finger should depress the C# key for resonance and
intonation.

This constitutes a major shift in a fingering pattern.

The

dotted lines show where alternate fingerings can be used to keep as close
as possible to a related section.

But those are not the preferred

fingerings because of tonal and pitch insecurity.
What this means for the bassoonist is that any rapid passage in
this section of the bassoon's range will require a great deal of
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dexterity.

Also, the more a passage moves chromatically, the greater

the amount of shifting that the performer must prepare for.
With such extensive chromatic and high register work as this piece
required, it was wise for the performer to make use of many alternate
fingerings.

Although many of these fingerings could change the pitch and

tone quality of the note, in rapid passages they worked quite well.

Most

fingering charts (Pence, 1963 and others) have many of the good alternate
fingerings listed, but by far the best work done in this field is the
compilation done by Cooper and Toplansky (1968).

This volume contains

literally hundreds of fingerings for the bassoon, taking the range up to
the altissimo G.

It also includes fingerings for flatting, sharping,

and muting notes.
Cross-relationships abound in this last movement, where an F# will
be closely followed by an F natural, only to be followed a few notes
later by another F#.

This confused the performer until he became

familiar with the piece and could plan ahead for these difficult passages.
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CONCLUSIONS
Along with the opportunity to improve technical ability on the
bassoon, the performer was able to gain a great deal more knowledge of
the existing literature for the bassoon.

One of the finest sources for

bassoon solo literature was found to be an appendix in the book by
Camden (1962).

Alsok various issues of "Instrumentalist" magazine were

found to have lists of European archives where various works for wind
solos and ensembles, including bassoon works, could be located.
But the most important area where this writer increased his understanding was in relating the problems and experiences he encountered
to the area of solo performance in all instrumental media.

In large

ensemble work, it becomes easier for the instrumentalist to relax in
both his attitude and concern about all the aspects of a quality performance.
vital.

In solo work, however, constant awareness of these factors is

Also, in a large group, the individual can rely on the conductor

for the knowledgable interpretation and accurate performance of a work,
while the performer is the sole responsible agent for these in solo work.
Thus, the preparation of a solo also becomes educational in its scope.
Every major work performed . . . should be studied as to
structure, style, and historical significance. Performance
without such study too often flounders in mere technique
(Ernst, 1970, p. 19).
Preparation for a major recital also seems to more thoroughly emphasize to the performer all of the areas where his deficiencies lie
by magnifying these problems over many solos, rather than just one.
Therefore, through such extended solo work, the writer became not only
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more aware of his problems but, because of these problems' constant
recurrance in many pieces and the performer's many attempts to overcome
them, the proper solutions became more natural.
Finally, the performer also became aware that although some of
the difficulties encountered were particular to the bassoon, such as
reed adjustment, other areas are similarly troublesome on all instruments.
Some of these included endurance, vibrato, finger coordination, intonation,
and interpretation.
Through his own encounters with these difficulties, the writer hopes
that he has become not only a better bassoonist, but that he has also
gained more insight into the more central topic of what is needed to
become a better musician.
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